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RAUNO AULASKARI

1. Introduction and definitions

1.1. In [] we defined the notion of an additive automorphic function of the
frrst kind. There we decomposed the class of additive automorphic functions into
two subclasses, the classes of additive automorphic functions of the first kind and
those of the second kind. For normal meromorphic functions the corresponding
notion was given by Noshiro in [0] (cf. also [2]). We remarked in [] that the
deflnition given by Noshiro is not suitable for normal additive automorphic func-
tions provided some period is non-zero. Here, in addition to the above subclasses,

we shall define Fo-normality for additive automorphic functions, which is a weaker
restriction than the usual normality. In Chapter 2 of this paper we proceed with
the study of additive automorphic functions of the first kind. Further we give
certain regularity conditions implying an additive automorphic function to be of
the second kind. Integrable automorphic forms are considered in Chapter 3. In
the final chapters we consider Fo-normal additive automorphic functions and their
properties.

Let D be the unit disk {zllzl<1} and O the totality of all Moebius transfor-
mations of D onto itself. A function / meromorphic in D, is called normal if the
family {f.fl7€0} is a normal family in the sense of Montel in D (with respect
to the spherical metric). An analytic function ./ is catrled a Bloch function if

(1.1) sup (l - lrl)lf 'G)i = .o.
ZTD

We denote the hyperbolic distance by d(zr, zrj) (zr, zr(D) and the spherical distance

by d*(wr,wr) (wr,wreÖ). The hyperbolic disk {zld(z,zo)-r) is denoted by
U(zu,r). The euclidean disk is denoted by D(zo,s). A sequence of points (2,) in
D tending to åD is said to be a sequence of P-points for a meromorphic function
/ if for each r>0, and every infinite subsequence of points (zp) of (2,), f assumes

every value, except perhaps two, infinitely often in the set ui=rU(zu,r).
Let.l- be a Fuchsian group, that is, a discontinuous subgroup of g. The points

z,z'ED are called f-equivalent if there exists a mapping I€f such that z':T(z).
A domain FcD is called a fundamental domain of i- if it does not contain two
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l--equivalent points and if every point in D is .l--equivalent to some point in F.
We fix a fundamental domain Fo to be some normal polygon containing the origin

U, IY,71,

1.2. Definition. The fundamental domain .Eo is called thick if there exist
positive constants r,r'such that for each sequence of points (2,)cFo there is
a sequence of points (zj) for which d(2,,2',)=r and lJ(z',,r')cFo for each

n:|,2,...,
1.3. Remark. Suppose that the fundamental domain Fo is thick. Let s>0

be fixed. Then by the thickness of fundamental domains Z(Fo), 7(l-, there is a
zo(s)€If such that U(2, s) has common points with at most no(s) sets

T(FJ, T<r.
A function ll' is at automorphic form with respect to J-, provided W' is

meromorphic in D and satisfies

(1.2) w'(rQ)):7li*'{r) for all z(D, r(r.

If all residues of W' vanish, then W' has

(1.3) w(z) :i
0

W'(t) dt, z€D,

as an integral function and it satisfies

T(")

(1.4) w(r(z)): [ ,'@dt:w(z)+Ar, r(r,

wherc ATis called the period J, * *rrnrespect to 7. The integral function W wlll
be called an additive automorphic function with respect to l-.

1.4. Definition. Let W be an additive automorphic function with respect

to l-. The function W is said to be of the second kind if there exists a sequence of
points (2,) in the closure Fo such that the sequence of functions

I f -L. \
g,(o : *li;*), n : t,2, ...,

tends uniformly to a constant limit in some neighbourhood of (:9. An additive
automorphic function W h D is said to be of the first kind if it is not of the

second kind.

1.5. Definition. An additive automorphic t-unction W is called Fo-normal
if for each sequence of points (2,) in the closure Fo the sequence of functions

c,«): w( !!:",1, , :1,2, ...,
\ t+z"l )

forms a normal family in D.
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An automorphic form

(1.s)

where do, is the euclidean

2. On arlditive automorphic functions of the first kind

In the first theorem of this chapter we deal with P-sequences for additive auto-

morphic functions of the flrst kind.

2.1. Theore m. Let W be an analytic additiue automorphic function of the first
kind. If W is not a Bloch function, then each fundamental domain Fn:T,(Fo), T,Qf ,

possesses a sequence of P-points for W.

Proof. Since W is an additive automorphic function, it is sufficient to prove

that there is a sequence of P-pointsfot W in Fo. Bythe assumption there isasequ-

ence of points (z*)cFo such that (1 -lz,l')lW'(r)l*- for n+@. We assert

that(2,) is a sequence of P-pointsfor W. Suppose, on tho contrary, that (2,,) is not

a sequence of P-points for W. We may then assume that there exists a finite positive

number r such that W omits two finite values in Ut, U(21,,r) where (zu) is a sub-

sequence of (2,). Hence the sequence of functions

W'is called integrable if
l'f 1

JJ futw'(')tdo' {-'
Fo

area element.

(2.t)

rin+lf il(ffi)'oo,>o
U(a,r)

any positiue number r.

omits two finite values in U(0, r) and thus forms there a normal family. This implies

that the sequence of functions (2.1) possesses a subsequence (8,,) such that

limr*- en«):S«) uniformly on every compact part of U(O,r). Since lZ is of
the first kind, g is an analytic function in U(0, r) (and not the constant -). On the

other hand,

(2.2) ls'(o)l - ;I1 lsi(o)l

- lg (1 - lr^l')lw'(r,,)l : *,

which is a contradiction. Thus the theorem is proved.

We give now a sufficient and necessary condition for an additive automorphic

function to be of the flrst kind (cf. [10, Theorem 6f, ll2, Theorem 1]).

2.2. Theorem. Let W be qn additiue automorphic function with respect to f .

Then W is of the first kind if and only iJ'

(2.3)

for
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Proof. Lel W be of the flrst kind. Suppose, on the contrary, that

(2.4) 
ttg- II ffiH'o*:o

U(zn, r)

for some sequence of points (2,)cFo and some r>0. without loss of generality,
it may be supposed that(2s) .å II (##1"t,"-n

u(2,,,r)
We consider the functions

(2.6) s,(o :, (#+), t1 : t,2. ... .

Now //r<0,,t(ei(Oll(t+lc,(Olr))rdo6 is equal to the sphericat area of the sur-
flace onto which g, maps the disk U(0, r). Hence by (2.5) and the equation

I{Gffi)',0.,: il(#*)',n."
U(0, r) U(z^,t)

the family {g,} omits three values in u(0, r) and thus forms there a normal family.
Let (g1) be a subsequence of (g,) converging uniformly to a meromorphic function
g on every compact part of u(0, r). since w is of the first kind, g is non-constant.
tsy the uniform convergence(27) t:* Il(#frr*\1'r,,

U(O,r')

ffL!-(u '12: 
,!,,1_,tfi6'1 

do,-s

with 0<r'-r. This contradicts (2.4).
rf w ts of the second kind, there is a sequence ol points (2,)cFo such that

the sequence of functions (s"(O):(W((C+dl(t+2,,O)) converges uniformly to
a constant limit in the hyperbolic disk u(0,r) for some r>0. This implies that
the sequence of real-valued functions (ls:,(Oll!+ls,(Ol)) tends ro zero rhere, too.
Hence, for all 0<r'<r,

lr* I I GHI., r,,,h)' a o, : o

U(O,r')
On the other hand, we have

(2 8) j11 II l{ff}n1',.,
U(2",r,)

-rirn ff( ls;(Ul )'.,-: ;rg 
,J,1, Ir 

+ uxu, ) uo "

and thus the theorem is proved.
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2.3. Corollary. Let W be an additiue automorphic function with respect to
t and let the fundamental domain Fo be non-compact and thick. If
IIr,(lw'(z)l/(l+lw(z)1'z))'zdo,-.*, then w is o.f the second kind in D.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that W is of the first kind in D. By the thick-
ness and non-compactness of the tundamental domain .Fo we are able to choose

the sequence of hyperbolic disks (U(r,,r))cr'o such that lz,l*l for nn@.
Further, by the boundedness of the integral I{r"(lw'(z)ll(l+lw(r)1,)),do" we

l',ave lIrp^,,.,11w't4ll(l+lw(z)l'))'do,-g for n*-. This contradicts 2.2, and
thus the corcllary is proved.

2.4. Remark. For proving 2.3 it is sufficient, instead of the thickness of Fo,

to find a sequence of hyperbolic disks (LI(.r,,r))cJ'o such that lz,l-l for n**.
2.5. Corollary. Let W be an additiue automorphic function of the fi.:rst kind

and let the fundamental domain Fobe thick. If IIr,(W'(z)ll(1+lw(r)lr)), d.o,-.-,
then | {o^(lw'(z)\l(l+lw(r)l'))'do-=* for each Gp:{zld(2, F)=R\.

Proof. By 2.3 the fundamental domain ,Fo is compact and hence G^ is compact,
too. Thus the corollary is proved.

2.6. Corollary. Let W be an additiue automorphic function of the first kind.
Then

(2.e)

-fo, anv positir-e number r.

Proof. Let (2,)cD be any sequence of points and r any positive number.
Choose 4,€l- such that T,(2,):zi€Fn for each n:1,2,.... Then

rim inf [[ lw'{4l,do, - timint II lw'(z)lzdo,
U(zn,r) U@'., r)

> riminr II (ffi)' ao,= ffi,=0,
U(z'^, r'1

where m, depends only on r by 2.2. The corollary follows.

3. On integrable automorphic forms

In tlre first theorem of this chapter we consider an integrable automorphic
lorm W' with respect to l- in the case the fundamental domain Fn is thick. This
corresponds to 3.7 Theorem in [4].

3.1. Theorem. Let W' be an integrable automorphic form with respect to I
and the fundamental domain Fo thick. Then W is a Bloch function in D.

lixi '*' ,{{"tw'(')t'du' 
> o
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Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that W is not a Bloch function in D. Then
there is a sequence of points (2,)cFo such that (l-lz,l\lW'(2")l*- for n+@.
We consider the hyperbolic disks U(zn,r), n:1,2,..., for some r>0. There is

a ko(N such that

D(2,, (1 I k)(t - lz,D) : D (zn, s,) c u(2,, r)

for each n:1,2,.... By Cauchy's integral formula we have

(3. 1)

Let
and

(3.2)

w'(zn): + [[ w'g1ao,.
""n DG^, s^)

z ( D (z n,s,). Then (l - V 
"D 

I 0- lzl) =(1 - lr,D I ((ko* l)/ko) (1 - lz *D : krl (ko+ l)
(l - lz,l)-r =«k0 

+ lyk.) ( | - lz11-r for each z ( D (z n,s,). Therefore

(l - lr"l')lw' (r")l = 2(1 - lr")lw' (il|

=zfi- tl #tw'(4tdo,
D(2n,, sn)

- ak'tk;+» 
tl #tw'(z)tdo,

D(zn, s,.)

=W ff#tw'(4t,to,
U(zn, r)

and hence IIta_,o01(l-lzl\)lW'(z)ldo,-- for n-*. By the boundedness of
the integral I|r,0l!-lzl))lW'(z)ldo. l--equivalent points begin to appear in
an increasing number in U(zn,r), n:1,2,.... This is contradictory to 1.3, and
thus the theorem is proved.

3.2. Remark. If the fundamental domain Fo is thick, there is a lower bound
greater than2 for the traces of the hyperbolic transformations in I [9, Theorem 2].

3.3. Theorem. Let W' be an integrable automorphic form with respect to I
and let (z*)c Fo be a sequence of points sttch that (l -lz"l')lW'(2")l* * for n+ @.

If U(2,,r,) is the largest hyperbolic disk with center at z, contained in Fo, then

limo** rn:O.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a subsequence (r1) of (r) such

that rp>-ro>0 for each k:7,2,.... Then there is a ko€N such that

D(zo,Qlk)(l -lzrD) : D(2t", so) c ()(zo,ro),



k:1,2, .... By the consideration of 3.1 we obtain

(3.3) (t -lzol2)lW'(z)l

= 
I+i! il ,:wtw,(z)tdo=

D(zu, sp)

_ 4ko(ko+l) 
f f :=___lw,(z)ldo, -*n JJ l-lrl''

Fo

for each k:1,2,.... This is a contradiction, and thus the proof of the theorem

is complete.
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4. Estimate for the spherical derivative

In this chapter we shall see that the spherical derivative of a Fo-normal function
in any hull of Fo can be estimated from above in the same way as that of a normal
function in D.

4.1. Theorem. Let W be an additiue automorphic function with respect to f .

Then W is a Fo-normal function if and only if there exists for euery R>O a finite
Cp >0 such that

(A,t\ lw,(z)l _ C^ _\ "^/ t+lw(z)l' - l-1212

for each z(Gn:{zld(2, r'J=Ä}.

Proof. The condition is sufficient, for if W is not a Fo-normal function, there

is a sequence of points (z',)cFo such that the family {S"G)\:\W(((+il10+z;O)\
is not normal in D. Therefore there is a sequence of points ((o) c U(0, Ä), for some

Ä=0, such that

t4.2) , lto((1)1. ,= * -1+ lgo((Jl,

as k*-. Denote zo:(Q*zl")l1+Z;(). Then

(4.3) (r-voP)ffi
:(l-ö(zL,ro)\##,

where ö(z'1", z1):lzi- z*llll -Zlrol. Now I -ö(zi, zp)2>r>0 for d(z'y, z1):
d (0, () = R. Consequently,

;,j:(r -lzxl,)ffi:*,
which is a contradiction.
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The condition is also necessary. Indeed, suppose, on the contrary, that there
exists a sequence of points (2,)cG^, for some R>0, such that

lw' (r")l n

W=1-1^i'
for each n:1,2,.... Choose a sequence of points (z'")cFo such that d(2,, z',)-R
for each n:1,2,.... By the assumption {g,(O}:lW(e+ilKt+z'"O)l is a nor-
mal family in D. Therefore the family of their spherical derivatives is bounded on
every compact part of D and thus lgi(Oll(l+l&(Ol)= M-* for each(e U1O, n;.
Denote q,:Q,-z',)lQ-Z'"2,\. Then d(0, (,):d(2i,, zn)-<R for each n:1,2, ....
and hence

It follows that

(4.5)

-M* 1-lz,l2'

where ö(zo, zi):lz"-zillll-Ziz,l, for each n:1,2, .... This contradicts (4.4),

and thus the theorem is proved.

4.2. Corollary. A Fo-normal automorphic function W is normal in D.

Proof. The assertion follows from the equation

sup ( 1 - | zl,) lw' ( z)l I (t + lw ( z)1,) : sup ( I - | zlz) lw' (z)1 
1 (t + lw (z)1,)

z€D z(Fo

by use of4.1.

After this, in both theorems of this chapter, we suppose that l- is a finitely
generated Fuchsian group and the additive automorphic function W has a mero-

morphic behaviour at parabolic vertices (this is equivalent to the assumption that
W has angular limits at parabolic vertices [7, V 1C]). We study flrst the connection

between Fo-normality and poles lying in fundamental domains.

4.3. Theorem. Let W be an additiue automorphic function with respect to f ,

where T is af the first kind. Then W is a Fo-normal function in D.

Proof. Stppose, on the contrary, that W is not a Fr-normal function in D.
By 4.1 there exist a positive real number Ä and a sequence of points (2,)cG^
such that

(4.6;) lim (l -lz,l'z) ,Y#'Cfi :*.
Since IZis meromorphic in D, we have lzÅ-l for n-*. Further, the inequality
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d(2,, Fo)<R implies that at least some subsequence denoted also by (z*) con'

verges tr: a parabolic vertex p. By the assumption W has an angular limit at p. Now
(2,)co where a is a Stolz angle at p. Hence

(4.7) l,*(1-k.F)ffi-0,
which contradicts (4.6). Thus the theorem is proved.

4.4. Remark. Generally speaking we may say that poles do not remove Fo-

normality. This is a difference compared to normality for additive automorphic

functions [4, 2.1 Theorem].

4.5. Theorem. Let W be an additiue automorphic function with respect to

f where f is of the second kind. If //".(lW'(z)ll(l+lw(r)f))'do,=*, then W
is a Fo-normal function in D.

Proof. Let {Ar,\i, be the period set of generating transformations d of l- cor-

responding to r0. By the boundedness of the integral I I r"(lw'(z)ll(l+lw(z)l\)'da,
we obtain

(4.8)

for each i: I ,

(4.9)

I *lW(z)tA7,l2

uT=orrt 1«rol

with fo=;6. Assume that the theorem is false. By 4.1 we can find a sequence of
points (2,)cG* such that (l-lzÅ2)lW'(2")ll(l+lll(2")l)*- for n+@. Thus

(2,) is a sequence of P-points for W. From the meromorphic behaviour of W at

parabolic vertices it follows that (2,) tends to a free side. Without loss of generality,

it may be supposed l)irtlTz*,r)cU?=o 7,1t(Fo) for some r>0' Then lllassumes

every value, except perhaps two, inflnitely often in the set [J[, U(2,,r). On the

other hand, (4.9) means thatW maps the set [J[o T,ft(Fo) onto a surface of finite

spherical area. This is a contradiction, and thus the theorem is proved.

5. On properties of f'o-normal functions

5.1. We make the following remarks: If an additive automorphic function

W is Fo-normal, then it is Z(Fo)-normal for every I€l-, i.e. for every sequence

of points @cT@i the family {s"G)\={W((C+r,111t+z"O)\ forms a normal

family in D. Further, if (2,)cG^:{zld(2, Fo)=Å} is any sequence of points, then

ts.«)\:{w(((+dl!+z"O)\ forms a normal familv in D provided w is a Fo-

{I
-l- ,ri'@o)

... , m.

ff

(ffi)'no*
Hence

tffi)'oo* : å fl (ffi)'oo*<'.
l-rI;'(Fs)

lfi
Fo

lw'(r)l )M)
.)

do, < oo
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normal function. Noting the latter remark, we can leave certain theorems in this
chapter unproved, since their proof is similar to that of corresponding theorems
in the case of normality. By the above remarks we obtain:

5.2. Theorem. Let W be a Fo-normal but non-normal additiue automorphic

function with respect to I and (2,) a sequence of P-points for W. Then the sequence

(zn) cannot be contained in any Ga and touches infinitely many closures F^ of funda-
mental domains F*:T*(F,), T*€f .

Next we give a non-.Fo-normality criterion, which connects with [6, Lemma 3].

5.3. Theorem. Let W be an analytic additiue automorphic function with respect

to l. Suppose that there exist two sequences of points (r), (z'"), both in Gn:
{zld(2, ,Fo)=Å}, such that d(2,,2'n)-<.M<* .for each n:1,2, ..., and
lim,*-W(2,):0, Iim,*- W(zl,):*. Then I4t is not a Fo-normal function in D.

Proof. The assertion follows from 5.1 and [6, Lemma 3].

5.4. Corollary. Let W'be an analytic Fo-normal additiue automorphic function
which is not a Blochfunction in D. Let (2,)cF, be a sequence of points such that

0-lzÅ')lW'(z)l-* for n*@. If(äisanysequenceofpointssuchtltat d(2,,2',)=.
M<- for each n:1,2,..., then limn-*W(zi):*.

Denote by zn(u), n:1,2,..., the points where the additive automorphic
function }Z assumes the value a. Let u#[].

5.5. Theorem. Let
respect to f . If

W be a Fo-normol additiue automorphic function with

inf d(,rn(o), ,*(§)) - 0,
n:LrLr... \

Irll:1r2, ...

then both the sequence (r"(o)) and (z*(B)) touch infinitely many closures F1 offunda-
mental domains F1,:71,(Fn), 71,(f , and neither can lie in any Gp.

Proof. Suppose first, on the contrary, that there is a subsequence (z{a))cF1,
for some h:0,1,2,.... Further, we may assume lim;*- d(21@),zi$)):O. By
5.1 the function ll' is Fo-normal, and as in 4.1 we obtain

(5.r) ,l,Y=:,!?!,"= ' 
cI,=

l+lW(z)|z - l-1212

for all z€Gnn:{zld(2,4)=R}. By integrating it follows

(5.2) d*(w(zr),W(zr)) = Cad(21, z2), 21, z2(Gp1,.

Consequently,
Q -< d*(a, §) : d*(w(zi1u)),w(21(il))

= C*d(4@), zi(§)) * 0

for j*-. This is a contradiction, and thus the first assertion is proved.

Since the similar inequality to in (5.1) holds in any hull G., the latter assertion
can be proved exactly as above.
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Next we consider Fo-normal additive automorphic functions of the first kind.

5.6. Theorem. Let W be an analytic Fo-normal additiue automorphic function
of the first kind. Then 14 is bounded in the fundamental domain Fo.

Proof. Suppose, one the contrary, that there is a sequence of points (z)cFo
such that W(zn)** for n *-. We form the functions

(s.3)

By the assumption {g,} it a normal family in D. Hence there is a subsequence (ge)

of (g,) such that limo*- Sr«):S«) uniformly on every compact part of D. Further,
g is an analytic function in D. Therefore

tim WQ) : lg go(0) : s(0) * *,

which is a contradiction. Thus the proof is complete.

5.7. Remark. lf W is an analytic Fo-normal additive automorphic function
of the first kind, then W is a Bloch function by [11, Theorem 3].

Compared to 2.2 we obtain:

5.8. Theorem. Let W be a Fo-normal additiue automorphic function with re-

spect to f . Then W is of the first kind if and only if

r,#j$ ttlffi)'oo,>o
U(a, r)

,1. (w (z), a) 7- lnr in D - Ö U(r*(o), ,),
n:L

(5.4)

for any positiue number r and any hull G^:{zld(z,Fo)<Å}.

Proof. The assertion follows from 2.2 and 5.1.

5.9. Theorem. Let ll be an analytic Fo-normal additiue automorphic function
of the fi.rst kind and r any positiue number. Then there exists a positiue number m,

such that

(5.5)

where zo(u), n:|,2, ..., denote the u-points of W.

Proof. (Cf. [13, Theorem I (iii)].) Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists

a positive number r such that

(5'6) 
"o-u*!!u"-(')")d*(w(z)' 

a) : o'

Then there exists a sequence of points (21,) itt D-Ul, U(2,(a),r) such that
limo*- w(z):q. Let zi:To1z*)€Fo and put sx(O:W(((+z)10+zL0). By the

assumption there is a subsequence denoted also by (ge) converging uniformly to
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a non-constant analytic limiting function g on each compact subset of D. Then(s7) 
":;i,fr#::r.,t:'!.r,#!"2'!'

Denote S*(O:((+zi)l1+zL) and hu(C):W(T;1(Sk«D):w1sog))- Ar*:
g*(C)-Ar*. Hence the sequence of functions (åp) converges uniformly to a non-
constant analytic function h:g-limo-*Arn on every compact part of D and
h(O):d. By the Hurwitz theorem we may choose a sequence of points ((1)c
U(0, rr), O<rr<rf2, such that hr(C):a. Consequently, u:go((o)- Aru:
w (sk«k)) - A r *: l4t (T; 1 

1,so ((o)) : w (w), where wo : ry 1 
( so ((r)) e u (zp, r r). Hsn-

ce wo( U(2,(u),rr) for all k and all n. This is a contradiction, and thus thetheorem
is proved.

5.10. Theorem. Let W be an analytic Fo-normal additiue automorphic func-
tion of the first kind and a, P any two uqlues- Then

,j"j... d(2"(u), z,(§)) = 0
a:7,2,...

where zn(u) and zu(§) denote the a-points and fr-points of W, respectiuely.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there are two values a and B @*fr)
such that

,:'fr| .-.d('"(a)' 'u$)) 
: o'

It:Lr2r.,,

are subsequences (r) and (r') of (2,(a)) and (r r(§)) such that

Jg d(ri, z'l) : 0.

Let T,€f be such that T*(z',)(Fo. We form the functions g,(O: W(e +7"(ä)l
O+f"fAf». By the assumption one can find a subsequence (gp) converging uni-
formly to an analytic function g on every compact part of D. Let (*:
(ro@!il - ro(ä) I (r - im ro@h). Now d (0, () : i (7uQi), rug'i\) : d (zi, z'i1 *s
for ft*-. Thus(se) _,:,._1,_ä rå:fi*;*,{;,i::;i

: 
/1T (w(r')+.qr*): fr+lim Ar..

But this is a contraciiction, since

(s.10) lig'nAr.: g(O)-a t*.
The theorem follows.

5.11. Remark. The fact that W is of the flrst kind is essential unlike in [13,
Theorem I (ii)1.

Ihen there

(5.8)
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5.12. Theor em. Let W be a Fo-normal additiue automorphic function with

respect to I , and let y be a path in Go whose end is a point zo(DD. ff W has the limit

ualue c along y, then W has the angular limit c at zo.

Proof. The theorem follows from 5.1 and [8, Theorem 2]'

5.13. We close the chapter by giving a suffi.cient condition for a Fo-normal

additive automorphic function to be normal in D.

Let W be an analytic Fo-normal additive automorphic function in D. If we

do not allow the normal famity {s,G)\:{W(((+illQ+2"0)\ t_o have the con-

stant - as a limiting function for any sequence of points (zn)cFo, then I4/ is a
normal function in D. In fact, we can prove W to be a Bloch function in D in the

same way as in 5.6.
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